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High Technologies for High Demands
Functional Principle

Measurement of Torsional Load

The patented ARGUS sensor does not require any
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Contactless Magneto-elastic 			

Multifunction Sensors for
Rotating Shafts

Measurement of the shaft speed
The interaction between an electrically conductive
and moving body (axle/shaft) with an externally
applied magnetic field leads to an induction of
electrical currents in a material. These induced electric
currents cause an induced magnetic field, which is
superimposed on the applied field and thus changes
in amplitude and phase. The change in amplitude or
phase is proportional to the rotational speed of the
wave in the magnetic field.

ARGUS Series

(under licence of HZDR)

Only 1 Sensor detects 8 measures:

Torque

Power fluctuation

Speed

Torque shocks

Direction of rotation

Displacement and

Transmitted mechanical

dislocation *

power

Oscillations *
* customer related
development is possible

Application Fields
Measurement of displacement and oscillations*
The relative change in the distance between the
measured shaft and the sensor manifests in an increase
or decrease of the applied signal intensity. This change
can be evaluated as it is realized by conventional
inductive proximity sensors. Since the external magnetic
field excitation is provided by a temporally periodic
current, the distance change or tilt of the measurement
object can also be represented as electrical amplitude
or phase change in the receiver coils. The increase of
the excitation frequency as a function of the circulating
frequency of the measuring object therefore also opens
Measurement made by ARGUS 3 of the continuous increase and decrease
of the speed of a 300 mm steel shaft using VEM test bench
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the way for the realization of an inductive oscillation
analysis.
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Dresdene-motor production

Application Fields

3 Building materials industry
3 Mining
3 Wind turbines
3 Motor test bench
3 Power generation
3 Automotive industry
3 Vehicle manufacturing
3 Shipbuilding

ARGUS 3 measured torsional load of a C 45 E steel shaft of D=300 mm
diameter at VEM test bench
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Advantages of TSensor Products

3 Contactless principle
3 Distance between sensor and shaft in the
range of few millimeters
3 Application in dirty, abrasive or
aggressive environment
3 No limitation with respect to the shaft diameter
3 No magnetic hysteresis effects
3 No temperature drift

ARGUS-Measurement of the transmitted mechanical power up to 5 MW on
a 300 mm steel shaft

Picture: Kolitsch/HZDRI, Contactless torque
sensors of the ARGUS series and control electronics

Advantages of TSensor Products

3 few installation/setting parameters (sensor distance
and shaft material)
3 simultaneous real time registration both of direct
measured variable (torque, drive, direction of rotation,
vibration, and dislocation) and
3 derived measures (transmitted mechanical power,
power fluctuations or efficiency)
3 Highly resistant against electromagnetic disturbances
3 Customer specific size and shape solutions

Hysteresis-free measurement by ARGUS 3 of the gradual increase
and decrease of the speed on a 300 mm steel shaft

Picture: Kolitsch/HZDRI, Contactless torque sensor ARGUS installation
at 50 000 Nm torque measurement of an big axle drive shaft
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